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After the year 2000, he started a private practice focusing on Cosmetic Dentistry. His field of attention is CAD/CAM dental treatments and smile design. Since 2009 he is doing several makeover shows on national television focusing on one-day smile design makeovers.

Course Objectives

- Learn the Cornerstones of Smart Smile Design: Evaluation, Design, Provisionalisation
- Managing aesthetic challenges of smile design
- Treatment planning; Philosophy, Strategy, Reality, Problems, Pitfalls, and Possibilities
- To prep or not to prep. Advantages and disadvantages of prepless veneers
- Minimal invasive veneer prep technique

Course Description

We live in an era where Patients are becoming more specific about how they would like their anterior teeth to be restored. Not only are they requesting an aesthetic solution to their dental problems, but also seeking procedures that require “no touching” or “minimally touching” of remaining tooth structures. As we all know beauty is in the eye of the beholder. There are smile design principles and rules but patients don’t always want their smile design to be done by rules. In this lecture, we will understand how to customise the smile in a smart way to make the patient and the dentist satisfied and happy.
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